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STRENGTHENING
OUR FOREIGN
POLICY
A REPORT BY A STUDY GROUP OF THE

WOODROW WILSON FOUNDATION

DURING the past few years most Americans have become

more deeply concerned with foreign policy than ever before.

Two world wars and the threat of a third within a genera-

tion have driven home the tremendous importance of inter-

national affairs for our everyday life.

We have learned by bitter experience that we can no longer

regard foreign policy as something separate and apart. Inter-

national problems have become so intermingled with domestic

affairs th^t decisions that once seemed simple are often highly

complicated. We find that we are constantly running into

the world effects of our domestic policies, or into the domestic

effects of our international policies.

In fact, we often find it very hard today to say whether a

given issue is international or domestic. Is food for India a

foreign policy issue? If it is, then so is the wheat supply,

parity payments, soil conservation, and whatever the Dakota

farmer may think of these things.

Is the supply of arms for the North Atlantic Treaty nations

a matter of foreign policy .-^ Then so is the manufacture of

This summary was edited by Maxwell S. Stewart from United States

Foreign Policy: Its Organization and Control, a report by a Woodrow
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steel, price control, and allocation policy, and the ideas of the

National Association of Manufacturers and the Congress of

Industrial Organizations. For all of these latter matters affect

the former.

Nor is this interrelationship between foreign and domestic

policies a vague, theoretical matter. Its practical implications

may be readily seen in the day-to-day operation of the federal

government. As responsible citizens, it comes as somewhat of

a shock to us when we discover that almost every department

in the federal government has control over some action crucial

to our international relations, and—worse still—seems at times

determined to go its own way regardless of the rest. The United

States Government has apparently taken on world responsi-

bilities before it has learned to organize its own affairs in a

disciplined and responsible manner.

This situation has caused many Americans to wonder whether

it is possible for the United States to speak with a single voice

in world- affairs. Can our government make promises to the

world and then live up to those promises.-' Or will foreign na-

tions always be able to play off one part of our government

against another.'' Worse yet, shall we extend our internal dif-

ferences into the international sphere? Will the contradictions

in our national policy stir up dissensions abroad?

Problems Rooted in Our History

These problems are deeply rooted in our past. During the

first forty years of our history—from George Washington to

John Quincy Adams—the Executive took the dominant part

in the development of our foreign policy. Then, in the genera-

tion after the War of 1812, Americans began increasingly to

turn their attention inward. Foreign affairs became less and

less demanding. The task of foreign policy seemed to be

chiefly that of protecting the interests—generally commercial

—

of American citizens. In the absence of a strong executive

foreign policy. Congress exercised greater and greater influence.

In the period after the Civil War, Congress asserted its

power so ruthlessly through the vetoing of treaties that some

people began to feel that a positive foreign policy was no

longer possible. One Secretary of State blamed the situation

on "the irreparable mistake of the Constitution" in providing

for such a division of powers between the Executive and Cong-



ress. Yet as its industrial power increased, the United States

was bound to play a larger role in world affairs. Thus, around

the beginning of the 20th century foreign policy began once

more to take on greater importance. With the administration

of Theodore Roosevelt, the Executive once more assumed domi-

nant power and increasingly tended to by-pass Congress. The
rejection of the Treaty of Versailles during the Wilson ad-

ministration checked this tendency for the time being. But

in the 1930's and 1940's, foreign policy again became critical

and the President assumed still new burdens.

This brief review of history indicates that there has always

been some strife between the Executive and L!egislative branches

of our government over the control of our foreign policy.

Not only have the two main branches of our government con-

tended with each other, but there have been sharp differences

within each of the principal agencies. These differences have

stemmed in part from the Executive-Legislative rift and in part

from the nature of our elections and our representative system

which reflect sectional interests and do not stress national

unification of policy.

Study Group Reviews Problems

It was with these problems in mind that a Study Group of

six leading experts on foreign affairs and governmental struc-

ture were brought together by the Woodrow Wilson Founda-

tion to consider means of improving the organization and

control over American foreign policy. The group was under

the chairmanship of William Y. Elliott, Williams Professor of

History and Political Science, Harvard University. Other mem-
bers included McGeorge Bundy, Associate Professor of Gov-

ernment, Harvard University; George F. Kennan, Director,

Policy Planning Staff, Department of State, 1947-1949; Don
K. Price, Associate Director, Public Administration Clearing

House; Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., Associate Professor of

American History, Harvard University; and Harry D. Gideonse,

President of the Woodrow Wilson Foundation.

The Study Group examined the conduct of our foreign policy

as part of the process of American politics. But it was soon

evident that an examination of governmental structure, even

in the light of historical precedent and relevant economic and
political forces, was not enough. What was needed to breathe



life into the structure was a human as well as a technical ap-

praisal of actual foreign policies against the background of

the demands made on American political leadership.

The study of foreign policy must involve the assessment of

the role of the President as well as the Presidency, of men as

well as of institutions. It cannot deal with Congress without

considering the crucial impact of such different men as Senators

Vandenberg and Taft. Yet it must be made without attempt-

ing a full understanding of these contending personalities. That

must be left to historical assessment.

Similarly, the group made no attempt to pass judgment on

the moral validity or the strategic adequacy of any particular

foreign policy of the United States. It is possible to study the

why and how of policies without evaluating the policies them-

selves. Yet a study of machinery and process is always aimed

at improving the end product—the United States foreign

policy; and that aim is reflected in the examples of foreign

policy studied and in the analysis of the necessary objectives.

THE CONSTITUTION AND FOREIGN POLICY

IN formulating the Constitution, the Founding Fathers sought

to combine the necessary "common defense" with the "blessings

of liberty" and the promotion of the "general welfare." To
protect the people against too great power in the hands of

the central government, they wrote three important safeguards

into the Constitution. (1) An emphasis upon strong state

governments and powers reserved to the people (including

the necessary concurrence of two-thirds of the Senate on treaty

commitments). (2) A system of checks and balances that

included the separation and sharing of powers, judicial review,

and a strong Executive. (3) A federal union which could

cement the entire nation and provide for its common defense.

As the spirit of national unity grew in the United States

the balances set up in the Constitution were inevitably changed.

The development of a national party system has led to what

amounts almost to the direct election of the President as well

as the direct election of Senators. New devices have been

worked out by the Executive to evade the two-thirds require-

ments for Senate ratification of treaties.
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The Constitution did not define with precision the respective

roles of the Congress and of the President in foreign policy.

The complicated system of checks and balances set up under

the Constitution has

blurred the boun-
daries between the

powers of Congress

and the Executive

and produced an un-

certain division of

responsibility. Cong-

ress has neither the

authority nor the cap-

acity to take over and

direct foreign policy itself. But it can, and often does, refuse

to let the Executive Branch have enough power or means to

carry it on in a steady and coordinated manner. For the Execu-

tive must depend on Congress not only for ratification of

treaties but for appropriations and enabling legislation. In

practice, congressional committees have often taken advantage

of this dependence to control minute details of administration.

In time of war congressional practice has tended to fluctuate

to the opposite extreme. Congress has granted too much power

to the Executive and largely abandoned its critical functions.

Then when the war has safely passed, it has tended to express

its pent-up criticism in a series of sporadic explosions.

At times when foreign affairs do not seem to be of critical

importance, or when the President has no strong ideas about

the conduct of foreign policy, Congress and its committees

have kept close tabs on developments. But when prompt and

decisive action becomes necessary, most Presidents have as-

sumed a stronger role with congressional support. This ebb

and flow in Executive responsibility and leadership has un-

questionably been a serious handicap to the development of

sound policies, particularly in crucial periods.

An Example—the ECA

The extraordinary political maneuvering that was necessary

before the passage of legislation establishing the Economic

Recovery Administration (earlier known as the Marshall Plan)

ofi^ers a dramatic example of the complexity of our democratic



machinery. A good deal of systematic spadework had been

undertaken to prepare the State Department and Congress for

a continuation of lend-lease in the postwar period to rebuild

the shattered economies of Europe. Congress, for its part, took

some initiative when, after the passage of the Greek-Turkish

aid program and the post-UNRRA emergency aid program for

1947, it demanded that the Administration cease bringing in

piecemeal emergency measures and formulate an over-all for-

eign aid program which could be measured as part of the

annual budget. Before the ECA program was worked out,

however, four different exploratory committees analyzed the

problem, sometimes in conflicting terms. These included three

committees appointed by the President: the Krug Committee,

the Harriman Committee, and the Council of Economic Advis-

ers; together with one legislative committee, the Herter Select

Committee on Foreign Aid. Even within the Executive depart-

ments serious differences developed. The Bureau of the Budget

and the State Department could not agree on organizational

patterns. In Congress

the program was sub-

jected to the pulling

and hauling of priv-

ate interests, includ-

ing agriculture, coal,

shipping, maritime

labor, and machine

tools. Finally, a real

struggle over details

developed between

the Foreign Affairs Committee of the House and the Foreign

Relations Committee of the Senate and again in the two Ap-

propriation Committees, so that the program underwent re-

peated and substantial alterations at every stage until it was

finally enacted.

Such a process is unquestionably democratic and dramatically

educates opinion, but it is hardly the way to develop a well-

integrated, consistent foreign policy dedicated to the nation's

best interests. Nor is it necessary for a democracy to be at

cross-purposes with itself on essential issues. British experience,

not only with postwar relief programs but in most matters of

foreign policy, has shown that, under parliamentary responsi-



bility, long-range planning in foreign policy is possible and

that a common front can be maintained before the eyes of

the world. In international conferences, British representatives,

like the British Parliament, showed remarkable unity. A single

voice and policy were presented to the world. In most European

countries, however, the internal divisions have been at least

as serious as those in the United States.

With all the fumbling, backing, and hauling, the EGA pro-

gram as finally worked out in the United States stands as one

of the great constructive bipartisan steps in the history of

American foreign policy. Furthermore, the complicated pro-

cess undoubtedly yielded a greater measure of public under-

standing and support than might otherwise have been obtained.

But the results seem to many observers to have depended in

great measure on accidental circumstances. Much depended,

for example, on the singular personality and influence of Sen-

ator Arthur Vandenberg, leading Republican member on the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Governor Dewey's in-

fluence outside of official Washington was also crucial in off^-

setting the nationalist views of Hoover and Taft.

The Marshall Plan illustration shows how, under the best

of circumstances available under our existing system, a unified

policy can be evolved: the emergence of crucial aspects of

economic policy as dominant, the gradual realization of their

ultimate relation to basic power and military security, and the

new role of Congress as the holder of the purse strings for

economic aid and military policy. Moreover, a new machinery

was developed for filtering executive policy first through a

series of interdepartmental committees and then through public

committees to lay the basis for popular support. And, finally,

there was suflficient urgency to produce the necessary bipartisan

support to bring about a truly national program. But, on the

other side, these processes took four years and were subject

to grave risk of distortion by special interests and pressures.

Suggested Reforms in Procedure

The setting up of formal devices for greater consultation

between the Executive and Legislative branches of govern-

ment would probably contribute little toward meeting the

difficulties described above. Indeed, such devices as an imita-

tion of the parliamentary question hour, without more drastic
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changes in the responsibility of the Executive to the Legisla-

ture and vice versa, might complicate the present informal

methods of consultation. Similarly, there may be a reasonable

doubt whether a modification of our presidential system to

make it more like the British parliamentary system would

achieve the exact re-

sults desired here. In

any case, such a dras-

tic change would be

difficult to bring

about if, indeed, it

ever could be brought

to pass. Meanwhile,

some less drastic re-

forms might be ac-

complished. For ex-

ample, it might be

wise to change the constitutional provision requiring treaties

to be ratified by a two-thirds vote of the Senate. Instead, we
might provide for ratification by an absolute majority in both

Houses. This would eliminate the over-weighting of particular

blocs and pressure groups and regional interests in the Senate.

Yet it would not reduce in any way the protection of legislative

sanction for major issues in foreign policy. Probably the only

way to overcome the Senate's rooted opposition to this reform

would be through a new Constitutional Convention.

Four-Year Term for Congress

The Study Group also agreed that a four-year term—con-

current with that of the President—for the members of the

lower house might make for greater consistency in foreign

policy. It was felt that the longer term would decrease the

weight of pressure groups and local interests which exercise

greater influence in the "thinner" voting of the mid-term

elections. The longer term, moreover, would give greater time

to carry out the mandate of a presidential election. At the

same time, the weakness in party discipline in this country

\yould permit a change of sentiment among the members of

Congress and thus provide a legislative check on foreign policy.

Other reforms which were recommended included that of

permitting the President to veto certain items in appropriation



bills without killing the entire bill, and an amendment (along

the lines of the Lodge proposals) to insure the election of the

President in a manner that would divide the electoral votes

more nearly in terms of the popular votes cast in each state.

Such an amendment would decrease the influence of the larger

states and reduce the weighting of the minorities in big cities,

thus widening the area of choice for the Presidency.

The group also was sympathetic to the general idea of per-

mitting some Cabinet members and the heads of certain

agencies to have seats in the House or the Senate but had not

made sufficient study of the details of the proposal to make
any specific recommendation regarding it except to suggest

that its merits warranted further study.

While some of the group felt that if the President were

ever to exercise party discipline, he should be given power by

constitutional amendment to dissolve Congress and call a gen-

eral election, others doubted that this proposal would work
within our tradition or fit the rest of our governmental struc-

ture. It was pointed out, for example, that under the British

parliamentary system it had been necessary to concentrate power

in the lower house so that neither the upper house nor a com-

mittee of the lower house could block the policy of the

majority party.

Leadership Required

With or without constitutional reform, the group agreed

that a more effective working relationship between the Presi-

dent and Congress was essential. In the long run, the best

way to do this would be to raise the general level of political

education and leadership. In the short run, some improvement

could be achieved through better techniques of consultation

and cooperation. The decisive factor in a crisis has usually been

real political leadership. The great Presidents have always won
out over congressional opposition because in moments of crisis

they could appeal over the heads of Congress to' the people.

It will be seen that the solution of the problem is not a

simple one. It requires not only a better coordination of struc-

tural changes, but also better personnel, better financing, and

more authority from the public to conduct foreign relations.

This is a demand for perfection, perhaps, but it is the direction

that we must go if there is to be any real progress.



THE EXECUTIVE

IN order to formulate and carry out an effective foreign policy,

the Executive has to have both concentrated authority and con-

centrated responsibility. The government of the United States

provides neither of these. During the last twenty years con-

siderable attention has been paid to improving the structure

and function of the Executive. And important progress has

been made. Much less atten-

tion has been devoted to the

problem of working out bet-

ter relations between Cong-

ress and the Executive branch

of the government. The top

administrative personnel is

not a unifying force in sup-

port of executive leadership.

It is divided into various

corps; it has little continuity

of service; and its loyalties

are to various departments

rather than to the government

as a whole.

A close examination of the President's task as an adminis-

trator reveals many paradoxes and contradictions. The Presi-

dent has gained new powers, but there are great restrictions

on his administrative influence. The influence of party leader-

ship and patronage has weakened. At the same time the

government has grown so large that the President can ad-

minister it only through his staff. And Congress alone has the

power to decide the number of his staff and the terms under

which it must operate.

Yet the President undeniably has great powers if he can use

them effectively. He is elected directly by the people for a

fixed term of office. He is the chief of state as well as the

head of administration and usually the leader of the dominant

party. Consequently, he can appeal to the public—including

members of both parties—to accept policies that are opposed

by the congressional leaders. This gives him a vital bargaining

position for bringing about unified policies.

There is no substitute for truly great leadership on the part

of the President in the formulation and conduct of foreign
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poliqr. No one but the President can do this central job. And
even where great leadership is lacking, there is still no substi-

tute for active and decisive presidential control.

The President must take counsel of his experts; he must

act through his duly constituted agencies wherever possible; he

must, in any event, keep them fully informed. But he cannot

delegate, rather he must actively exercise, his own basic power

of decision and direction. If he does not do it, no one else can;

and it must be done.

Strengthening the Executive Office

Since the integration of Executive policy must necessarily

center in the President, it is important that the President have

a highly competent staff to assist him. It is up to Congress to

see that he can get such a staff. A start was made in 1939

when the Executive Office of the President was created. For

fear of congressional disapproval, the new White House office

was staffed at first mainly by subterfuge—that is, by borrowing

personnel from various departments. Then, in 1945, Congress

set up the Council of Economic Advisers in the Executive Of-

fice, strengthened the Budget Bureau, and shifted the National

Security Council and the National Security Resources Board to

the White House. Later the Office of Defense Mobilization

was added with the broadest grant of delegated authority ever

made by a President. But it is generally agreed that the Presi-

dent needs even more assistance than he now has to help him

coordinate the departments. And it is still possible to improve

coordination by such devices as interdepartmental committees

at various levels and by bringing the individual members of

the White House staff into some more coordinated relation as

a staff.

Common Outlook Needed

But even if the government were to make all the reforms

in structure and organization that are needed, the officials

concerned would still need to acquire more of a common out-

look, and more recognition of their obligation to develop a

responsible government-wide policy. If the scattering of res-

ponsibility for the conduct of foreign affairs cannot or should

not be avoided, it is highly important to try to pull these scat-

tered activities together with a common viewpoint.

11



Staff Coordination

The President cannot do the whole coordinating job from

his office. He should use his staff only to deal with matters

that should not be assigned to the operating departments. In

the supremely important field of foreign affairs, the Depart-

ment of State should play the dominant role. But since there

are vital political issues which are beyond the influence and

management of the Secretary of State, the President must use

his Executive Office to supplement the State Department's work.

This is an added reason for developing a more effective staff

at the White House for dealing with Congress.

Of special importance in coordinating interdepartmental

policy in the foreign affairs field are the two key posts of Direc-

tor of Mutual Security and Director of the Office of Defense

Mobilization. But in addition to these important officers, there

are a number of White House staff members and several Execu-

tive Office agencies which have vital roles in the conduct of

foreign affairs. This has definite disadvantages. For the more

assistants who operate as agents of the President, the less each

one of them has to or can take responsibility. And there is no

single person, except the President himself, to whom one can

go for action on issues that cut across the divisions within the

Executive Office. Consequently, it seems clearly desirable for

the President to reduce considerably the number of persons

within the White House staff who deal directly with him on

foreign policy matters. Some of the group even suggested that

it would be wise for the President to have one subordinate—an

Assistant President or Secretary of State, or the head of some
new cabinet office—to be clearly above everyone else in the

administration of foreign affairs. Such an official would have

to be given great authority to make final decisions. A less

drastic step would be to set up within the Executive Office a

chief of staff who would not have direct authority over the

operating departments but who would be responsible for co-

ordinating the activities of all the White House staff. Some
members of the group pointed, however, to the danger of hav-

ing any subordinate in a position strong enough to develop by

any means a policy independent of the President's. They, for

example, felt that the President should always insist on dealing

directly with all members of his Cabinet on major operating

issues, as well as with several top officials within his Office.

12



Coordinating Connmittee

Neither the President nor his staif can be expected to settle

all of the differences which arise between the various depart-

ments of the government. Many of these matters can be

handled by committees, with representatives from the working

staffs of the departments, set up for the purpose of clearing

differences. Such committees do not always work. But if the

departments are clear about what they want, if the committees

regard themselves as the agents of the administration's policy,

and limit themselves to the task in hand, they will prove useful

in ironing out minor differences.

More use should also be made of independent commissions

such as the Harriman Committee, the Compton Committee, the

Finletter Committee, and the Hoover Commission.

The Executive branch has a special responsibility for seeing

that Congress is sufficiently well informed to march in the

same cadence and direction in matters of policy. Here the most

important thing is to develop within the Congress a sense of

sharing in policy making. It requires getting across to Congress

—and to the public, and most of all to the Department itself

—

the idea that the Department of State is, first and foremost,

the defender of American security.

The State Department

The State Department is unique among the regular depart-

ments of the government. All matters concerning foreign re-

lations are properly its concern. If the Department has erred

in recent years, it is in unduly narrowing its field of action,

especially where there has been possible conflict with the De-

partment of Defense. Every time the State Department acts

as if the Defense Department were somehow a separate source

of wisdom, every time the foreign policy experts defer to the

military experts, the chances of a united and effective national

foreign policy is decreased. A defense budget that cannot sup-

port high policy hamstrings foreign policy. Military and politi-

cal matters cannot always be separated, and if a separation

is recognized, neither can be made supreme. Otherwise, the

Department of State would be prevented from taking primary

charge of the country's foreign policy—^which is clearly its duty

and responsibility.

13
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TREATIES TO BE RATIFIED BY AAAJORITY OF
BOTH HOUSES INSTEAD OF 2/3 VOTE
OF THE SENATE.

PRESIDENT EMPOWERED
TO VETO ITEMS OF BILL

WITHOUT REJECTING IT

ENTIRELY.

DIVIDE ELECTORAL VOTES IN PROPORTION TO TOTAL NUMBER OF VOTES CAS'

EXPAND STATE DEPT. CONTROL OVER
OPERATING FUNCTIONS LIKE INFOR-
AAATION, COORDINATION OF FOREIGN
FINANCIAL & MILITARY AID.
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SUGGESTED REFORMS
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OF STATE AND CONGRESSMEN.
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JPPORT CONTINUITY OF
FOREIGN POLICY.
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Suggested Reforms

In order to strengthen the position of the State Department

in evaluating matters that are at least partially military, State

Department officials should be specially trained for the under-

standing of military problems. A start has been made in this

direction. In recent years some State Department officials have

been assigned to the war colleges. Even greater emphasis should

be placed on this kind of training.

In dealing with Congress, the administration's foreign policy

program should be presented, as far as possible, in "general

package bills" embodying the entire program. This would avoid

an unnecessary cluttering of the congressional calendar and

should help avoid irritation in Congress which arises when it

is repeatedly confronted with piecemeal and crisis legislation.

As a further aid to better congressional relations, the Secre-

tary of State might, on selected occasions and at his initiative,

make personal appearances before both Houses and answer

questions that had been previously submitted.

Beyond this, the State Department should make a special

effort to work with congressional committees and individual

congressmen, providing them in advance with all important

information that is to be made available to the press. Relations

with Congress and individual congressmen should be made as

informal as possible.

The State Department's educational work with the public

should receive special attention. Every effort should be made to

develop a strong public opinion favorable to the country's

policies and to keep in touch with opinion through contacts

in the "grass roots."

Reforms in the Department of Defense are also desirable

if the State and Defense Departments are to work together

effectively and harmoniously. Perhaps the most important

would be to extend the power and prestige of the civilian

Secretaries of the armed forces—particularly of the Secretary

of Defense. The latter official should be regarded as the

Deputy Commander-in-Chief—exercising from day to day the

full authority of the President in military matters. Only when
the Secretary of Defense is a man of policy, and an effective

deputy of the President, will it be possible for the counsels

of the State Department to receive their due weight.
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Lower level "working together" in every echelon of the two

departments should be encouraged—if possible, required.

These recommendations are not made out of any fear or

distrust of the "military mind." In general, military men have

shown rather more sense in the field of general policy than the

policy makers have shown in military matters. It is not our

military men who must be weakened ; it is our makers of policy

who should gain courage and strength!

CONGRESS" ROLE IN FOREIGN POLICY

CONGRESS has a much larger role in foreign affairs than it

formerly had. This is partly the result of the need of heavy

appropriations for foreign economic and military aid, and partly

because Congress has come to supervise the administration of

the Executive Branch in great detail.

The possibility of Congress' formulating an effective long-

range foreign policy is hampered, however, by a number of

factors. Congressmen tend to be primarily the spokesmen for

local rather than national interests. They are not required by

their position to assume responsibility for carrying out the

policies they legislate. Party discipline within Congress has

been weakened during the past half century for a variety of

reasons spelled out in the Report.

Congressional committees have become virtually independent

political forces. Their chairmen and members hold their posi-

tions by seniority, not by their willingness to support the policies

of their respective parties. This is, if not the greatest, at least

one of the greatest elements of irresponsibility in the Ameri-

can constitutional system. And it depends, not on any clause

in the Constitution, but on tradition and on the rules of each

House. To correct would cut very deep and require drastic

alternatives to strengthen discipline by the party leaders.

There is a sharp difference of opinion among political scien-

tists about the workability of this system. Some regard "flexi-

bility" to be the genius of the American people and believe

that the various pressures which characterize it make the system

dynamic. Others insist that where a carefully thought out pro-

gram is necessary, as it is in foreign affairs, the crucial decisions

should not be determined solely by the relative strength of
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pressure groups. They demand "programmatic responsibility."

Under present conditions it is not possible "to say whether the

President's problem of persuading Congress is greater than the

congressmen's problem of persuading their constituents to re-

elect them to office. Yet both must march in the same direction.

We should know before deciding who is in a position to take

the responsibility for a long-range program.

Suggestions for Improving

Congressional-Executive Relations

Some of the reforms which are needed to improve the hand-

ling of international relations in Congress represent merely

an improvement in trends which have been developing for the

last fifty years. More informal consultation between the Execu-

tive Branch and congressional leaders, for example, is clearly

desirable. It would also be well if the President would prepare

and submit to Congress and the people each year the outlines

(at least legislative) of a comprehensive foreign policy pro-

gram for consideration as a whole. Such a step would be a

continuation of the practice already followed in the annual

budget and the annual Economic Report. Congress is given

some "must" legislation and priorities for action, but very little

systematic background guidance on foreign policy legislation.

Cooperation between the Executive and Congress should

work both ways. We have already outlined some of the ways

by which the Executive should organize to work more effec-

tively with Congress. For its part, Congress must have and

show a serious interest in foreign policy. Too often in the

past this duty was sacrificed to domestic voting pressure. In-

fluential congressmen who want to share in the formulation of
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poliqr should expect to study the issues and consult with the

Executive. And Congress should endeavor to provide really

good staffs for their committees. Great opportunities exist for

fruitful collaboration between the staffs of congressional com-

mittees and the executive departments. The Legislative Refer-

erence Service of the Library of Congress is a great help and

could be used more often and effectively. There is a real need,

moreover, for stronger central policy staffs for both parties

in both Houses, with greater emphasis on a tie-in with the staffs

of the legislative committees.

One must admit that the legislative committees will continue

- to be chiefly responsible for framing programs into law, and

that Congress, so long as it lacks party discipline, will have to

rely on various stages and hurdles, like the Rules Committees

and Appropriation Committees, for screening.

Finally, it is strongly recommended that mid-term elections

for the lower House be abolished, even if a constitutional

amendment is required. This would help in the formulation of

policies with a longer range than is now usually the case.

Congressmen would be freer of local pressures and special

interests if they stood for election when national interests

dominate, as they are apt to during presidential elections.

PUBLIC OPINION AND FOREIGN POLICY

THROUGHOUT a great deal of history some people have

insisted that the general public is incapable of understanding

the issues on which its survival depends. The rise in the power,

wealth, and prestige of the democracies in the past century

has greatly weakened this view. Nevertheless, some experts

still feel that the common man is not competent either to

formulate or control foreign policy. But if this view were ac-

cepted it would write off the possibility of the survival of

democracy itself, since foreign policy today determines such

a large part of a nation's activities.

In practice, public opinion can operate only on the broad

principles of policy. It obviously cannot enforce the same

measures throughout the world except by a crusading war. But

if it is to survive, it must try to make it impracticable for any

nation to resort to force* This assumes an overwhelming align-
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ment of power on the side of nations which have a respect for •

constitutional processes. For unless there be constitutional pro-

cesses in the United Nations and in the relations between na-

tions, there can be hardly any genuine democracy and no

expression of a true public opinion.

Role of the Political Parties

We have come to rely largely on the party system to give

us the unified policy necessary to the carrying out of America's

responsibilities in the world. The party mechanism is normally

expected to resolve deadlocks between the Executive and Legis-

lative branches. Yet, paradoxically, a strong basic foreign

policy must either transcend partisanship and achieve bipartisan

support, or be based on such overwhelming party superiority

that the opposition is unimportant—which rules out any ef-

fective democracy.

Thus, in practice, bipartisan support of the basic principles

of foreign policy is essential. And beyond this, there must

be a general support for them among all groups of the popu-

lation. This requires a willingness on the part of both parties

not to make the main outlines of foreign policy a political

issue. It requires great self-restraint by both parties—often be-

yond the limits of partisan advantage.

Party Discipline

Party discipline, therefore, is of less value in foreign affairs

than a deep spirit of national unity. The President, when he

speaks to the world, must represent the American people as a

whole. Nevertheless, the party discipline of the majority party

has its values in the formulating of the details of policy neces-

sary to a coherent program. It assures the support of the

majority party on issues that, to the average voter or congress-

man, may seem unimportant but are in reality an essential part

of our foreign policy. "Without party responsibility, for ex-

ample, a free vote of the House and Senate might find a

bipartisan alignment supporting a policy that ran counter to

our basic needs and requirements. Some of the early congres-

sional efforts to force Franco Spain into the Marshall Plan

against the wishes of our European allies might have been

fatal to our carefully negotiated policies.
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Party discipline is, therefore, essential to maintain the con-

tinuity of foreign policy and to provide it with the necessary

congressional support. It helps also in winning popular support

by providing effective political spokesmanship for the adminis-

tration's policies.

A number of proposals have been made for reforming our

party system to provide increased party responsibility and dis-

cipline. There was no agreement, however, as to which of these

is the most practical for this country. Some members of the

group held out for a fundamental constitutional change like

giving the President the right to call one general election in

his four years; others looked to a change in attitude regarding

the relationship between Congress and the Executive; and still

others felt that the right kind of leaders could make the present

system work effectively.

All agreed, however, that the parties would be wise to set

up party general staffs—like the British Transport House of

the Labor Party—or to create policy committees in both Houses

for both parties. They also approved the idea of more syste-

matic consultation between the President as a party leader and

the congressional leaders, and advocated larger "war chests"

for continuing operation of the party mechanism between

elections.

Leadership

One of the tests of any democratic political structure is

whether or not it brings good people into the government as

leaders and professional career men. For no government can be

better than the men who operate it.

Political leadership is a complex thing. It involves subtle

factors of personality; ability to estimate the timing, atmos-

phere, and psychology of congressional opinion; as well as

ability to gain the support of public opinion for Administration

policies. An analysis of what has worked and what has failed

in the past may help a leader. But the crucial factors in human
relationships are experience and wisdom.

Professional Services

In 1924 the United States set up the Foreign Service in an

effort to develop a corps of men trained to work together, with

habits of teamwork and a highly professional attitude toward
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their responsibilities. It has attracted many men of high ability.

But a career service has its disadvantages as well as its ad-

vantages. Its members tend to develop a loyalty to a profes-

sional specialty that is considerably narrower than our national

policy as a whole. The Foreign Service could maintain itself

as a separate elite corps, with the support of Congress, as long

as diplomacy was regarded as a separate art. But the new
dimensions of diplomacy have brought so much of our domestic

politics into international affairs that no self-administered

group can hope to retain its preeminent position. The issue

now is (l) whether the Foreign Service will be submerged

into the routine civil service, or (2) whether somfe new system

can be devised to infuse into the federal service as a whole

the competence, non-partisan approach, and planned careers

that have been maintained by the Foreign Service.

Control of Overseas Activities

Some members of the Study Group recommend the setting

up of a foreign arm of the State Department to control all

the civilian authorities of our government abroad. Such an

organization would absorb foreign representatives of the Mu-
tual Security Administration and the Technical Aid Missions,

along with technical people in other departments. Admittedly,

this would raise difficulties with those departments which are

maintaining a separate status for their foreign agents. The
State Department's operating foreign arm would have to be

distinguished from the ' traditional Foreign Service which is

concerned with policy making. Experience has shown, however,

that these various groups can work together harmoniously on

the same mission.
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U. S. AND INTERNATIONAL BODIES

SINCE the close of World War II the United States has par-

ticipated in an unprecedented number of international bodies.

These have ranged from the occupation establishments in for-

mer enemy countries, the Council of Foreign Ministers, the

North Atlantic Treaty Organization, to the various bodies of

the United Nations. In each instance the lines of control over

policy have had to be improvised to meet the situation. Nomin-
ally, at least, the American representative has always acted for

the President, but in day-to-day negotiations, adequate clearance

with the State Department and other departments has often

been'.impossible.

It is interesting to note, for example, that when the Secre-

tary of State is seated at a Foreign Ministers' Council table, he is

conceded a status quite different from that which he normally

enjoys in Washington. This has enhanced the influence of his

office and has meant that, for purposes of negotiation, the

United States Government has had a focal center within the

Executive branch for leadership in foreign affairs which had

not previously existed. And Congress has accepted the peculiar

responsibility of the Secretary of State a$ a negotiator for this

country without much question.

American participation in the United Nations has involved

the assignment of a portion of the policy-making responsibility

to a number of people outside the regular and traditional

policy-making center of the Department of State. This is par-

ticularly significant in view of the marked differences in atmos-

phere and outlook which often separate these people from the

old established divisions of the State Department and the

Foreign Service. Few people can be long associated with the

United Nations without being affected by the spirit which tends

to give it its own meaning and its own institutional existence.

These people are conscious of having a stake in United Nations

activity and in their own part in it beyond the parochial in-

terests of the government which they serve. In addition, there

is a different sense of relationship to the American public and

Congress on the part of the people engaged in United Nations

work. Those who represent the United States in the United
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Nations feel that they have a different and closer bond with

the American pubUc and a greater duty to speak to the public

directly than is normally felt by State Department or Foreign

Service officials.

In contrast, the Secretary of State is limited in his powers

to conduct foreign relations in the various bodies of the North

Atlantic Treaty Organization, except as his policies are in

harmony with the military policy of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

A great deal of power also lies in the hands of the Military

Command. No convenient or effective authority exists within

the United States Government for settling conflicts between

these various officials. Some progress has been made, however,

by placing the Director of Mutual Security—in charge of all

foreign aid—in the Executive Office of the President.

The problem of coordination is a grave one. For the trans-

action of American government business in the new internation-

al organizations, we have named representatives and set up

establishments which are in many instances more imposing in

physical pomp and appeal to the public imagination than a

Cabinet office in this country. Remote from the mill-wheels of

the Department of State, often at odds with its thinking, the

leading figures of these distant establishments are well adapted

to serve as escape hatches for the feelings of legislators

or private citizens irritated by the mannerisms of the State

Department.

The sheer number of American officials involved, and the

many interrelationships among them, call upon official Wash-
ington for an amount of centralization, direction, and coordina-

tion of policy and action out of all proportion to anything

known in the past.

AMERICAN vs. BRITISH SYSTEM

MANY Americans, having become exasperated by the obstruc-

tions to policy making imposed by our checks and balances,

have envied the smooth-running British system. There are,

however, offsetting considerations in the American system.

Because of the greater role played by Congress than by Par-

liament, foreign policies are more dramatically debated in this

country. Thus, there is a better chance of developing a deep
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basis of public support. This is more essential than ever today

since foreign policy is geared into every aspect of the nation's

political and economic life.

It is generally agreed that bipartisan unity is essential when
national survival is at stake. It may be argued, however, that

bipartisanship is at least as possible under our loose party disci-

pline as under the British parliamentary system. On the other

side of the picture, we must recognize the fact that American

Presidents have felt it necessary to have overwhelming popu-

lar support before they act. They have been unable or un-

willing to act against a 25 or 30 per cent opposition of such

strenuous character as to endanger success at the polls. Note,

for example, how President Roosevelt soft-pedaled the "Quar-

antine" idea after his challenging speech in 1937.

Some authorities feel, moreover, that the checks and balances

in the American system impose peculiar limitations on party

discipline and responsibility. Opinions naturally differ as to

degree, but it is generally conceded that well organized minori-

ties carry undue weight in our system. In the absence of strict

party discipline, a Congressman may be driven by special pres-

sures to support a measure that destroys the integrity of our

whole foreign policy. And the hurried debate of such issues

may not, and often does not, bring out the critical character

of a single measure to our foreign policies as a whole. This

is the nub of the case for party discipline as essential to reliable

control and assured coherence in foreign policy. The strength

of the British system is that it can marshall support on any

issue, no matter whether it seems minor or important. In com-

parison the operation of the American system is terribly chancy,

as was illustrated on the occasion just before Pearl Harbor
when the whole selective service program was saved by one

vote in the House.

It may be argued that this kind of fumble on a chance issue

can usually be corrected in time. But the crucial nature of

timing in modern circumstances may not always give an op-

portunity for correction.

Continuity of policy is of great importance today. If we
fail to maintain it, other countries must necessarily "hedge"
in the support of American policies. This does not mean that

a foreign policy is "good" to the degree that it never changes.

Foreign policy by its very nature must not only adjust with
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great rapidity to altered circumstances but also be able to cor-

rect past errors. But the revisions should, where possible, be

made in a continuous way rather than by an abrupt about-face

as a result of a single election.

Thus, in summary, it is evident that the strength of the

American political system lies in its ability to mobilize over-

whelming popular support when confronted by an unmistak-

able external threat. Its strength is also apparent in the unusual

degree of national unity on policies which are developed

slowly under the pressure of external challenges. The American

people have shown a willingness to take on great economic

burdens and to respond with vigor and determination in times

of great crisis. But it cannot be denied that the lack of an

integrated party responsibility, comparable to that of the Brit-

ish, has increased the effectiveness of pressure and propaganda

groups in delaying action, or in increasing the timidity and

confusion in determining policy. Pressure groups and minority

interests are most likely to be effective when the Executive is

incapable of invoking party discipline or of mobilizing support

that will count in legislative elections. Even when a President

has taken a strong stand he has not always presented his posi-

tion effectively enough to win the needed popular support and

to influence Congress. Pressures may produce timidity or in-

action—more dangerous than positive action.

The Goal: Strength Without Dictatorship

This raises in very trenchant form the basic dilemma of

democracy. Unless it is able to act with foresight, it may prove

quite incapable of meeting the challenge of a ruthless totali-

tarian system. Yet, as the other horn of the dilemma, we are

faced with the danger that too great a delegation of powers

may lead to a dictatorship just as surely as if we had been

defeated in war.

On balance, the challenge of our times would appear to in-

dicate that, at a minimum, the Executive's hands should be

strengthened to the extent of permitting the formulation of a

clear-cut program under a political mandate given in advance

and with the assurance of continued popular support for a

period of years. The crucial issue is how to achieve a greater

strengthening of the Executive and greater wisdom of leader-
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ship while avoiding the evils of dictatorship. The fate which

this nation's spirit must confront and master requires an epic

leadership within the democratic tradition.

No one can be absolutely certain of what are the right solu-

tions and the right timing. Yet we must act responsibly in the

best light we have; as Lincoln said, "with firmness in the right,

as God gives us to see the right."

SUMMARY OF SUGGESTED REFORMS

THE foregoing has demonstrated that the United States Gov-

ernment had taken on world-wide responsibilities before it

learned to organize its own affairs in a disciplined, coordinated,

and responsible manner. Irresponsibility and lack of internal

coordination now threaten to cancel out its great power.

The Group agreed without question on (a) the new im-

portance of association Congressional leadership with the

Executive Branch in the formulation of policy; (b) the im-

portance of giving the President enough leverage to overcome

the particularist tendencies of executive departments; (c) the

importance of associating department heads, and departments

generally, with the President and his office in the formulation

of policy; and (d) the importance of giving the President

adequate authority and staff for this purpose. It looked with

considerable favor on the idea of permitting some cabinet mem-
bers and agency heads to have seats in the House or Senate,

and urged further study of the proposal.

The following specific reforms were emphasized:

Constitutional

1. An amendment providing for ratification of treaties by

an absolute majority of both Houses instead of a two-thirds

vote of the Senate.

2. A four-year term for members of the House of Repre-

sentatives, concurrent with the term of the President.

3. An item veto power, such as many state governors now
possess, to permit the president to reject riders to important

money bills.
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be expanded but remain on an informal basis.

Reforms in Congressional Procedure

1. The Congress should endeavor to provide really good

staffs for its committees and to facilitate cooperation be-

tween the staffs of congressional committees and executive

departments.

2. Stronger central policy staffs should be established for

both parties in both Houses.

3. The strengthening of party discipline is essential to main-

tain continuity of foreign policy and to provide it with the

necessary congressional support.
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4. An amendment to change the system -of electing the

President in order to divide present electoral votes of each

state among the parties in proportion to the number of votes

cast.

Executive Organization

1. A strengthening of the Executive Branch in its functional

and internal organization.

2. A strengthening of the Department of State by expand-

ing it control over some operating functions like information

and the coordination of foreign aid and military aid programs

abroad.

3. The setting up of a separate operating arm bf sub-Cabinet

status in the State Department to bring together these oper-

ating functions.

Congressional-Executive Relations

1. The Administration's foreign policy program should be

presented as far as possible in general package bills embodying

the entire program.

2. The Secretary of State might, on selected occasions, make
personal appearances before both Houses and answer questions.

3. The present system of informal conferences by the Presi-

dent and Secretary of State with congressional leaders should

be expanded but remain on an informal basis.

Reforms in Congressional Procedure

1. The Congress should endeavor to provide really good

staffs for its committees and to facilitate cooperation be-

tween the staffs of congressional committees and executive

departments.

2. Stronger central policy staffs should be established for

both parties in both Houses.

3. The strengthening of party discipline is essential to main-

tain continuity of foreign policy and to provide it with the

necessary congressional support.
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